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Main Claims.

• There is a natural class of anchoring elements that include person, locations, times,
and worlds.

• These anchoring elements bear an index and function as a class by realizing verbal
inflection, checking the EPP, and being tracked by loci in sign languages.

• The operations of the inflectional domain share anchoring as their function.

1 Introduction
1.1 The Puzzle
What is the purpose of the IP?

• The clause is often divided into three domains—roughly vP, IP, and CP (e.g., Rizzi
1997, Grohmann 2003).

• IP is the only domain which is not a phase.

• IP has also been argued to be defective, inheriting all of its features from C (Chomsky
2008).

What is the purpose of the Extended Projection Principle (EPP, Chomsky 1981, 1982)?

• The EPP was proposed in the transition to x-bar to explain why a subject is necessary
in all clauses in English.

• Various approaches have tried to eliminate it by attributing its effects to independent
processes, such as the labeling algorithm (Chomsky 2013).

• Such approaches cannot account for all of the attested EPP processes cross-linguistically.

1.2 Overview
This talk will be structured as follows:

1. I will begin by presenting Ritter and Wiltschko’s (2014) theory of clausal domains,
and my extension of it: every operation in the inflectional domain has an anchoring
function, and all anchoring operations occur in the inflectional domain.
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2. I will then demonstrate that there is a class of elements that pattern together as
anchoring elements. These include times, locations, person, and worlds.

3. I will then present my diagnostics for identifying an anchoring operation cross-linguistically.

4. I will present some preliminary evidence indicating that other operations within the
inflectional domain act as anchoring operations.

5. I will argue that the EPP is checked by an index, and discuss how the featural relations
between ϕ, indices, and anchors can be represented structurally.

2 The Anchoring Domain
Ritter and Wiltschko (2014) propose that the clausal and nominal spines are made up of
three domains:

• The CP (or KP) functions to link the existing structure to the larger structure.

• The IP (or DP) locates the event in time or space.

• The vP (or nP) represents the argument structure of the event.

Figure 1: The Three Domains (Ritter and Wiltschko 2014)

I hypothesize that all operations in the inflectional domain are related to anchoring, and
that all anchoring operations are found in the inflectional domain. This predicts that other
operations, such as Case and viewpoint aspect are also related to anchoring.

2.1 Coincidence
My proposal builds on Ritter andWiltschko’s (2014, henceforth R&W) analysis, whereby ver-
bal inflection is the manifestation of an anchoring requirement formalized by a [±coin(cidence)]
feature indicating whether the event situation and the utterance coincide in tense, person,
or location.
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2.2 The EPP as Landmark Anchor
I extend their proposal by arguing that the EPP, likewise, has an anchoring function.

• I define the EPP as the obligatory move of some element to the inflectional domain and
claim that it takes many different forms cross-linguistically (Massam and Smallwood
1997, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998, Davies and Dubinsky 2001, Biberauer
2010, a.o).

• I formalize the EPP as an unvalued [uAnchor: _ ] feature on Infl◦ that must be locally
valued by an index.

• The EPP picks out an element in the real or irrealis world that is being tracked.

• The index formalizes identity between an argument and some element in the evalua-
tion situation. That is, it locates an argument in time, in space, or in worlds in the
evaluation situation.

2.3 Multiple Anchors
While R&W propose but a single anchor, there are at least two in my approach: the EPP
and verbal inflection.

• Multiple anchors are required in every clause in order to properly orient the interlocu-
tors by locating the event situation within the world.

• Each of the anchors have different characteristics.

• R&W’s coincidence features track whether the event situation and utterance coincide
from the speaker’s perspective

• The EPP tracks a particular ‘landmark’ that is relevant in the event situation, from
the perspective of the event.

• Although the EPP and verbal inflection are unified in their function as anchors, they
operate separately and independently.

• Anchoring is formalized within the narrow syntax, although it has functional corre-
lates. As such, I do not predict a one-to-one correspondence between functions and
grammatical operations.

Please see Appendix 1 for further independent empirical evidence for clausal domains.

3 The Natural Class of Anchors
There are at least three ways that anchoring elements pattern together as a natural class:

1. Parametric substantiation in the cross-linguistic forms of tense.

2. Parametric substantiation in the cross-linguistic forms of the EPP.

3. As overt indices in sign languages.
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3.1 Parametric Substantiation in Tense
Ritter and Wiltschko (2009, 2014) show that, alongside time (e.g., tense), verbs can inflect
and anchor for person, as in Blackfoot (1), or for location, as in Halkomelem Salish (2).

(1) a. Kitsinóóhpoaawa.
kit-
2-

ino-
see.TA-

o-
1:2-

hp-
local-

oaawa
2pl

‘I saw you (pl).’
b. Kitsinóókihpoaawa.

kit-
2-

ino-
see.TA-

oki-
2:1-

hp-
local-

oaawa
2pl

‘You (pl) saw me.’
c. Anna

ann-
dem-

pookááwa
wa
prox

inoyííwa
pookaa-
child-

anni
wa
prox

imitááyi.
ino-
see.TA-

yii-
3:4-

∅
nonlocal-

-wa
prox

ann-
dem-

yi
obv

imitaa-
dog-

yi.
obv

‘The child saw the dog.’ [Blackfoot; Ritter and Wiltschko 2014: 1341]
(2) a. í

prox
qw’eyílex
dance

tútl’ò
he

‘He is/was dancing [here].’
b. lí

dist
qw’eyílex
dance

tútl’ò
he

‘He is/was dancing [there].’
[Halkomelem Salish; Ritter and Wiltschko 2014: 1341]

There seems to be a preference cross-linguistically for time coincidence, but all three elements
are attested in the anchoring function.

Additionally, in languages such as English, tense marking is in complementary distribution
with modals, as shown in (3), indicating that perhaps possible worlds also belong to this
same class.

(3) a. I was at the store.
b. I should be at the store.
c. *I should was at the store.
d. *I be at the store.

3.2 Parametric Substantiation in EPP
Likewise, the EPP can be substantiated by person, location, or time, as discussed below.
There seems to be a preference cross-linguistically for person EPP, but all three elements are
attested in both types of anchoring. Intra-linguistic alternations in EPP-type are possible
(e.g., English, Finnish), but constrained, and seem to be related to information structure.
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3.2.1 Person

The EPP is checked by person in English, through a subject DP, or in Greek, by the rich
agreement features on the verb (cf. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998, henceforth A&A).
Although the [D] feature is traditionally considered to be what checks the EPP (Chomsky
1995), I propose that the EPP is sensitive to ϕ-features, including person.

First of all, A&A argue that, in languages such as Greek, the EPP is checked by a D feature
on the verb upon verb-raising, which is realized in the form of rich agreement. However,
this could just as easily be analyzed as being sensitive to the ϕ-features in the agreement
morpheme.

Evidence that even non-nominal subjects bear ϕ-features comes from Davies and Dubinsky
(2001), who show that English non-nominal subjects can bind anaphors (4) and trigger
agreement in number on anaphors (4-c) and on the verb (5).

(4) a. [CP That I saw the girl]i itselfi was unexpected.
b. You don’t have to get the ball into the net. [PP Right between the two red

markers]i is itselfi sufficient to score.
c. [PP [PP Under the bed] and [PP in the closet]]i are themselvesi reasonable places

to stash the cash. [Davies and Dubinsky 2001: 250]
(5) a. [CP That the march should go ahead] and [CP that it should be cancelled] have

been argued by the same people at different times.
b. [AP Very brawny] and [AP very studious] are what Cindy aspires to be.
c. Sandy talks a lot about her beach house and the family’s Appalachian camping

trips. As a result, [PP along the coast] and [PP in the mountains] remind me of
Sandy’s retirement fantasies. [Davies and Dubinsky 2001 : 249]

In both of these cases, the non-nominal subject necessarily has ϕ-features but not necessarily
[D].

3.2.2 Location

The EPP can be checked by locative PPs in English (light) locative inversion constructions
such as in (6), where the PP targets spec,IP (Culicover and Levine 2001, Bruno 2016).1

(6) Into the room walks Robin.

The sentences in (7) provide evidence that the subject-verb inversion in light inversion struc-
tures is due to the locative PP raising to spec,IP in place of the subject, before moving on to
spec,CP. If inversion was derived by T-to-C movement, we would expect to see subject-verb
inversion in the main clause.

(7) a. *Into the room think I (that) John went.
1Bruno (2016) argues for three different types of locative preposing. Light inversion is the only instance

of true inversion and is the one that is relevant here. See Appendix 2 for a description of the three types he
proposes and the properties distinguishing them.
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b. *Into the room think I (that) went John.
c. Into the room, I think went John. [Bruno 2016: 7]

The grammaticality of (7-c) is predicted under Bruno’s analysis, as shown in (8). The
locative PP first moves to spec,IP for the EPP, followed by A’-movement to the specifier
of the embedded CP. At this point, it is free to undergo successive-cyclic movement to the
specifier of the matrix CP. There is no subject-verb inversion in the matrix clause because the
PP does not stop in the specifier of IP; it, in fact, cannot, as that would involve movement
from an A’-position to an A-position.

(8) [CP [PP Into the room ] [ C◦ [IP I [ Infl◦ [ think [CP tPP [ C◦ [ IP tPP [ Infl◦ [ went John
tPP ]]]]]]]]]]

3.2.3 Time

Finally, the EPP can be substantiated by time in Finnish, where temporal non-Case-marked
adverbs, such as nyt ‘now,’ nykyään ‘nowadays,’ and eilen ‘yesterday,’ can raise to check
the EPP. Holmberg (2005) shows that raising a referential adverb (9-a) is in complementary
distribution with inserting an expletive (9-b), showing they both check the EPP. In contrast,
non-temporal adverbs cannot check the EPP (9-c).

(9) a. (Nyt/sitä)
Now/expl

meni
go.pst.3sg

hullusti.
crazily

‘Now things went wrong.’ [Finnish; Holmberg 2005: 541]
b. *Nopeasti

quickly
meni
go.pst.3sg

hullusti.
crazily

‘Things quickly went wrong.’ [Finnish]

3.3 Indices in Sign Languages
Many sign languages, including American Sign Language (ASL), assign various referents to
loci in the signing space.

• Signing at or toward these loci can be used as verbal agreement or as pronouns (Lillo-
Martin 1986).

• Loci can track the reference of people, times, locations, and possible worlds (Schlenker
2015), and thus also belong to the natural class of anchors.

• Since the number of loci that can be used in an utterance is limited only by perceptual
and memory constraints, it has been proposed that these are overt referential indices,
rather than personal pronouns (Lillo-Martin 1986).

• Sign languages appear to allow a wide variety of elements to take an overt index,
from situations to possible worlds to interlocutors to times (Schlenker 2015), providing
further evidence that these elements function as a class.
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4 Identifying Anchoring Operations
There are three diagnostics that can be used to identify an anchoring operation.

1. Anchoring operations are predicted to exhibit cross-linguistic parametric substantia-
tion, as discussed for tense and the EPP in Section 3.

2. Anchoring operations are predicted to allow for dependent anchoring operations in
some clause types.

3. In the case where there are two analogous operations, that contrast in terms of which
domain they appear in, the one that appears in the inflectional domain should have
an anchoring function, unlike the one that appears outside of the domain.

The latter two will be discussed in turn below.

4.1 Dependent Anchoring
4.1.1 Non-Finite Clauses

In this section, I will cover two main claims:

1. Non-finite clauses have dependent coincidence anchoring.

2. English non-finite clauses have dependent EPP anchoring.

Since both dependent coincidence anchoring and dependent EPP anchoring are attested, I
propose that dependent anchoring is generally a possible variation of anchoring operations,
and can be used to identify them. Furthermore, in both of these cases, dependent anchoring
is silent. I hypothesize that silence is also a general property of dependent anchoring.

Non-finite clauses have dependent coincidence anchoring.
R&W argue that the [±coin] feature in non-finite clauses is valued anaphorically to the event
situation of the embedding predicate. There are two classes of embedding verbs: aspectual
verbs value the non-finite I◦ with [+coin] (10-a), while future irrealis verbs give a [-coin]
feature (10-b), allowing the non-finite clause to have independent temporal reference.

(10) a. On Monday, Mika started to dance (*on Tuesday).
b. In the morning, Konrad wanted to sleep (in the afternoon). [R&W 2014: 1353]

English non-finite clauses have dependent EPP anchoring.
In English, non-finite clauses typically require null subjects.2 In (11), the DP which horse
can check the EPP in the non-finite clause when null in (11-a), but the equivalent overt DP
the grey horse is ungrammatical in (11-b). Note that in (11-a), the DP does not move to
get Case, but to check a [wh] feature.

2Holmberg (2005) argues that the EPP can be checked by null elements. See Appendix 3 for further
evidence that the EPP can be checked by null elements and that the EPP is checked in non-finite clauses
cross-linguistically.
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(11) a. Which horse did John wager <which horse> to win?
b. *John wagered the grey horse to win. [Harley and Carnie 1997: 82]

In English non-finite clauses, covert subjects are dependent (through control or raising) on
the main clause. Even overt subjects of non-finite clauses are licensed higher in the structure
through ECM (12-a) or by C (12-b).

(12) a. I expect Marg/her to win.
b. For Marg/her to win would be exceptional.

Both defective subject licensing and the lack of tense marking are properties of non-finite
clauses cross-linguistically (Cowper 2016), and both are explained by dependent anchoring.

4.1.2 Imperatives

Similarily, the imperative, shown in (13), also lacks tense and allows null subjects.

(13) (You) be quiet!

R&W argue that imperatives verbs are valued as [+coin] by C, directing the hearer to make
the event situation part of their plan set. Likewise, subjects of imperatives can be null
because their reference is dependent on person features in the C domain (cf. Zanuttini, Pak,
and Portner 2012).

4.2 Contrasts Across Domains
According to my hypothesis, anchoring operations are restricted to the anchoring domain.
Thus, in cases where the same (or similar) operation can occur both within and outside of
the anchoring domain, I predict that they should contrast in whether they have an anchoring
function. For example, I expect to find such a contrast between viewpoint and lexical aspect.

5 Extensions: Other Anchoring Operations
5.1 Aspect
Viewpoint aspect can be viewed as anchoring a reference time with respect to the event time,
analogously to tense anchoring the utterance time with respect to the event time (Giorgi
and Pianesi 1997, Demirdache and Etxebarria 2000).

• If anchoring is a function of the inflectional domain, there should be a contrast between
aspect that is encoded within the inflectional domain and aspect that is encoded in the
vP. This contrast obtains in the distinction between viewpoint aspect (e.g., perfective
and progressive) and lexical aspect (e.g., telicity, boundedness, etc...). Only the former
is anchored with respect to a reference time.

• Bliss, Ritter, and Wiltschko (2010) have proposed a person-based aspectual system for
Blackfoot, suggesting that there may be parametric substantiation for this category,
as well.
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• Additionally, in American Sign Language (ASL), some verbs agree with location, while
others agree with person, and still others with time. This is another possible instance
of parametric substantiation for aspect.

5.2 Case
Wiltschko (2011) argues that case-marking is dependent anchoring within the nominal do-
main, where DPs are valued for [uidentity] instead of [±coincidence], relative to participant
argument or grammatical relation. However, since Case (at least nominative, and perhaps
absolutive) is assigned by functional heads in the inflectional domain, the strongest version
of my hypothesis would predict that they also have an anchoring function in the clausal
domain.

• Furthermore, my hypothesis predicts that nominative case should somehow be differ-
ent from the other cases by being more anchor-like in some way, analogously to the
contrast between viewpoint and lexical accent. I posit that this is the contrast is be-
tween structural cases (nom and acc) and non-structural cases. One might argue that
accusative case, being assigned by vP, the phase head, may belong to the anchoring
domain, rather than the lexical domain.

• Cowper (2016) discusses a construction she terms pseudofiniteness in languages like
West Flemish and Romanian, where T in a non-finite clause receives the ability to
assign nominative case from a higher case-assigning head. This could be an example
of dependent anchoring in Case.

(14) Îi
them

t, inea
kept-3sg

la
at

us,ă
door

[ pentru
for

a
to

avea
have

tu/*tine
you-nom/*acc

timp
time

să
sa

pleci
leave.2sg

]

‘He was keeping them a the door to give you time to leave.’

[Romanian; R. Craoiveanu, p.c., cf. Alboiu and Motapanyane 2000: 39]

5.3 Subject and Object Agreement
We’ve already discussed two forms of subject-verb agreement which can function as anchors.

• Ritter and Wiltschko (2014) argue that subject-verb agreement in Blackfoot functions
as coincidence anchoring.

• Following Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1998), I argue that subject-verb agreement
in languages such as Greek checks the EPP.

The crucial difference between these different forms of agreement has to do with the distinc-
tions they make.

• The direct/inverse marker of Blackfoot only indicates whether a conversation partici-
pant is involved in the event, and thus functions as a coincidence anchor.

• The agreement marker in Greek contrasts all person and number combinations, and
thus functions as a landmark, picking out a particular entity.
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There are also languages which exhibit some form of subject-verb agreement with neither of
these functions, such as:

• the present third person singular morpheme -s in English

• agreement markers in French and Finnish, which occur alongside tense and phrasal
EPP.

Further research into such languages is required in order to identify whether these agreement
markers also exhibit some sort of anchoring property.
Some languages also exhibit object agreement.

• Object agreement is often posited to occur low in some languages, within the vP (e.g.,
Deal 2010, Coon 2017), so it is predicted to have thematic properties rather than
anchoring properties.

• In other languages, on the other hand, object agreement may occur in the inflectional
domain (e.g., this seems likely in languages where the same morpheme indexes both
object and subject through either a person hierarchy, as in Blackfoot, or through a
fused morpheme, as in Inuktitut), and so is predicted to have anchoring properties in
such languages.

I set this matter aside for future research.

5.4 Mood
Mood may involve anchoring within possible worlds.

• In English, mood appears to be in complementary distribution with tense, and so may
substantiate the [±coin] features instead of tense. The ‘present’ modals (can, must,
will, shall...) represent [+coin], since the set of worlds in the common ground is a
subset of the set of worlds denoted by the proposition, while the ‘past’ tense modals,
in contrast, (could, might, would, should...) represent [-coin].

• Ritter and Wiltschko (2014) analyze the fake tense marking in English counterfactual
expressions, shown in (15), as marking [-coin] in realis, and as anchored to an abstract
evaluation situation argument in the specifier of CP, indicating that the event does not
coincide with the evaluation situation.

(15) If I had a car now... [Ritter and Wiltschko 2014: 1348]

Note that Schlenker (2015) shows that the same grammatical formalisms (the use of loci) are
used in ASL to track such diverse elements as person, times, locations, and possible worlds,
suggesting that they all belong to a natural class of deictic elements.
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6 EPP Checking by Index
I formalize the EPP as an unvalued [uAnchor: _ ] feature on Infl◦ that must be locally
valued by an index. In many languages, a person index is used, but other elements that
are tracked through indices are also used (e.g., times, locations, possible worlds; Schlenker
2015). The EPP picks out an element in the real or irrealis world that is being tracked. The
index formalizes identity between an argument and some element in the evaluation situation.
That is, it locates an argument in time, in space, or in worlds in the evaluation situation.

Indices are able to capture the deictic or referential nature of the class of anchors, while also
including formally non-referential elements such as QPs. That QPs are able to bear an index
is shown through their ability to enter into binding relations, as in (16).

(16) Every farmer who owns [a donkey]i feeds iti.

Any element from the class of anchors is able to bear an index and thus check the EPP,
although the person index seems to be preferred cross-linguistically, perhaps because pronoun
reference is already computed through indices and it is a simple matter to extend the use of
these indices to EPP-checking.

6.1 Indices are Syntactically Active
Hanink (2017) provides evidence that indices are formally encoded and operative in the
syntax.

• She argues that they take the form of a head, which she labels Idx, that occurs between
D and N.

• This Idx head is present in anaphoric DPs and formally encodes identity.

• The Idx head has phonological consequences in that (a) it can be realized as selb-
‘same’ in German or (b) it can block contraction of the determiner and a preceding
preposition because the D lowers to Idx.

My approach crucially differs from Hanink’s in that I argue that all EPP-checking elements,
whether or not they are anaphoric, bear some sort of index.

6.2 Person: Phi vs. Anchor?
Although I argue that Person belongs to the class of anchors, it has also traditionally been
included in the class of Phi features. How can we represent both of these relations in terms
of features?

6.2.1 Person as Phi

Person, gender, and number often all undergo agreement processes as a bundle. It is also not
uncommon for there to be dependency relations between person and the other ϕ-features. For
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example, in English, gender distinctions are only marked on animate third person singular
pronouns.

On the other hand, it is clear that gender and number have different properties than person
(e.g., Baker’s 2011 SCOPA).

6.2.2 Could it be both?

Wechsler (2011) argues that the Number and Gender features form a subset of the Phi feature
bundle, but also that each of the Phi features in the bundle can be considered ‘Index’ features.
This could result in a feature structure such as (17).

(17) Index

Location Time World Phi

Person Concord

Gender Number

This predicts that gender and number can function as anchors without person, which does
not appear to be the case, cross-linguistically.

However, the alternative appears to be a feature structure whereby Person belongs to two
different feature bundles, Phi and Index, simultaneously. This could perhaps explain why
movement seems to be necessary in EPP anchoring operations (i.e., Person moves from a
head with a Phi feature bundle and incorporates into one with an Index bundle). More
research is needed in this area.

7 Conclusion
To go back to our original questions:

• What is the underlying purpose of the IP?

– It represents the relations between the event denoted by the utterance and the
speech event.

– It mediates or represents the relations between the discourse domain (i.e., the
utterance) and the thematic domain (i.e., the event/situation).

– It tracks links with the evaluation situation and the speech event that takes place
in the real world.
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• What is the underlying purpose of the EPP?

– It is a ‘landmark’ anchor, tracking the reference of a salient/relevant argument,
by raising it to prominence.

Evidence for the anchoring hypothesis:

• There appears to be a set of elements with anchoring properties which bear an index
and behave as a natural class: person, location, time, and world.

• Most operations within the inflectional domain appear to have anchoring properties.

• Analogous operations outside of the inflectional domain, in contrast, do not have an-
choring properties.

Under this view, it is no coincidence that the three domains appear in this order in the spine,
nor does the order need to be encoded in UG.

• The discourse domain needs to be the outermost layer so that it can track with the
wider discourse locally.

• The inflectional domain needs to be sandwiched between the discourse domain and the
thematic domain in order to track and create links between them.

• If IP were a phase, the CP would have only constrained access to the vP, limiting the
ability of connections to be tracked.

Abbreviations. 1, 2, 3, 4=first, second, third, fourth (obviative) person; 1:2=first person
acting on second person; acc=accusative; ade=adessive; all=allative case; dem=demonstrative;
dist=distal; expl=expletive; gen=genitive; ine=inessive; neg=negation, nfin=non-finite;
nom=nominative; obv=obviative; par=partitive, pl=plural; pos=possessive; pres=present;
prox=proximate; pst=past; pst.ptpl=past participle; refl=reflexive; sg=singular;
TA=transitive animate.
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Appendix 1: Independent Evidence for Clausal Domains
Further evidence for clausal domains comes from scope of inflection in sign languages and
from nominalization, in which the natural divisions between domains are exploited.

Locus of Nominalization
In her cross-linguistic comparison of nominalization processes, Alexiadou (2017) notes that
nominalization can only occur at certain parts of the clause, as schematized in (18)-(19).

(18) a. [DP [CP ...
b. [DP [TP ...
c. [DP [AspectP... [Alexiadou 2017: Lecture 3, Slide 4]

(19) a. [nP [AspectP ...
b. [nP [VoiceP ...
c. [nP [vP ... [Alexiadou 2017: Lecture 3, Slide 4]

If we assume Wiltschko’s (2014) four-domain hypothesis, where the aspectual heads belong
to a Point-of-View domain, these each correspond to the left edge of a clausal domain, as
shown in Table 1.

Nominalizer Highest Verbal Head Domain Edge
DP CP Linking
DP TP Anchoring
DP AspP Point-of-View
nP AspP Point-of-View
nP VoiceP Thematic
nP vP Thematic

Table 1: Nominalization Points and Clausal Domains

If Alexiadou’s (2017) cross-linguistic generalization about the sites of nominalization is cor-
rect, it provides further evidence that languages exploit the edges of clausal domains as
natural transition points for a nominalization operation, and, therefore, independent evi-
dence about the existence of clausal domains.
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Scope and Form of Inflectional Markings in Sign Language
Based on an analysis of German Sign Language (Deutsche Gebärdensprache, DGS), Bross
and Hole (2017) argue that the scope of operators correlates with the height of the body
part that encodes it. Bross (2018) takes the research one step further and argues that there
are three different regions in the clausal hierarchy which are each expressed through different
kinds of marking, as shown in Figure 2 and Table 2. These regions appear to correspond to
the clausal domains proposed by Ritter and Wiltschko (2014).

Scope Functional Head(s) Domain Encoded By Examples
x > T speech-act, epistemic mood Linking upper face eyebrow raising
x > T scalarity Linking lower face puffed cheeks

T > x > Voice viewpoint aspect, deontic mood Anchoring L-R manual
T > x > Voice root mood, voice Anchoring R-L manual

Voice > x lexical aspect Thematic verb path reduplication

Table 2: The Scope and Form of Functional Inflection in DGS

Figure 2: Type of Marking used in DGS and Scope (taken from Bross 2018)

Furthermore, although these studies were based on the properties of German Sign Lan-
guage, Bross and Hole (2017) present some preliminary findings suggesting that the iconic
representation of scope along the vertical axis of the body is perhaps universal across sign
languages.
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Appendix 2: Three Types of Locative Preposing
As mentioned earlier, Bruno (2016) argues for three different types of locative preposing, as
exemplified in (20) and described in Table 3. Light inversion is the only instance of true
inversion and is the one that is relevant here.

(20) a. Locative Topicalization
Into the room, Robin walked.

b. Heavy Locative Inversion
Into the room, walked (carefully), a very large caterpillar.

c. Light Locative Inversion
Into the room walked Robin. [Bruno 2016: 1-2]

Characteristics Structure
Locative

Topicalization
The locative is fronted with no

other word order changes.
PPloc moves directly to spec,CP via

A’-movement.
Heavy Locative

Inversion
Subject-verb inversion.
Heavy subject.
Distinctive intonational contour.

PPloc moves directly to spec,CP
via A’-movement.
Heavy NP-shift of the subject.

Light Locative
Inversion

Subject-verb inversion.
Light subject.

A-movement to spec,IP for EPP
followed by A’-movement to

spec,CP.

Table 3: Three Kinds of Locative Preposing (Bruno 2016)

Appendix 3: The EPP in Non-Finite Clauses
The EPP can be checked by null elements.
Holmberg (2005) argues that null referential pro can check the EPP in Finnish. In the verb-
initial word order in (21-a), the null referential subject pronoun checks the EPP, and blocks
the raising of locative DP jäällä ‘on the ice.’ This contrasts with the null generic pronoun,
which cannot check the EPP. In (21-b), another DP, in this case jäällä ‘on the ice,’ must
raise instead for the EPP.

(21) a. Kaadut
fall.2sg

jäällä.
ice.ade

‘You fall on the ice.’
b. Jäällä kaadut.

ice.ade fall.2sg
‘One falls on the ice.’ [Finnish]

Null referential pro is syntactically active in Finnish. It can bind anaphora (22-a) (Koski-
nen 1992, Holmberg 2005, and in constructions involving null pronouns, the object receives
morphological genitive case (22-b), as expected if there is a nominative-marked subject.
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(22) a. Shelliasemalla
Shell-station-ade

voi
can-3sg

pestä
wash

autonsa.
car-pos-refl

‘You can wash your car at the Shell station.’ [Finnish; Holmberg 2005: 549]
b. Täällä

here
voi
can-3sg

ostaa
buy

auton
car-gen

/
/
*auto.
car-nom

‘You can buy a car here.’ [Finnish; Holmberg 2005: 549]

Null referential pronouns in Finnish, which can check the EPP, contrast with null generic
pronouns, which cannot (21). 1st and 2nd person pronouns can be null in most contexts in
Finnish; I assume they are licensed by speaker and addresses projections in the C-domain
(e.g., Sigurðsson 2011). However, third person pronouns can only be null when licensed by
a higher argument, as in (23).

(23) a. Pekkai
P.nom

väittä-ä
claim-3sg

[että
that

häni,j/∅i/*j
he.nom

puhu-u
speak-3sg

englantia
English.par

hyvin].
well

‘Pekka claimes that he speaks English well.’
b. Se

It.nom
oli
be.pst.3sg

Tarjallei
Tarja.all

pettymys
disappointment.nom

[ett-ei
that-neg.3sg

häni,j/∅i/*j
3sg.nom

saa-nut
can-pst.ptpl

luke-a
study-nfin

latina-a
Latin-acc

koulu-ssa].
school-ine

‘It was a disappointment for Tarja that she couldn’t study Latin at school.’
c. Se

It.nom
oli
be.pst.3sg

Tarja-ni
Tarja-gen

äidillej
mother.all

pettymys
disappointment.nom

[ett-ei
that-neg.3sg

häni,j/∅*i/j
3sg.nom

saa-nut
can-pst.ptpl

luke-a
study-nfin

latina-a
Latin-acc

koulu-ssa].
school-ine

‘It was a disappointment to Tarja’s mother that she couldn’t study Latin at
school.’ [Finnish; Holmberg 2005: 539]

The example in (23-b) shows that c-command is too restrictive to characterize the relation-
ship required to license a null subject, however, the example in (23-c) shows that there are
still syntactic restrictions on what licenses a null subject pronoun. What is important to
note here is that, although null DPs may check the EPP, they can only do so when they
have dependent reference. Null pronouns without dependent reference, such as the generic
pronoun, cannot check the EPP.

The EPP is checked in non-finite clauses.
In languages with a verb-raising EPP, such as Italian, the verb must raise even in non-finite
clauses.

(24) a. Gianni
John

non
neg

mangia
eat.3sg.pres

più.
no more

‘John no longer eats.’
b. per

for
non
neg

mangiare
eat.nfin

più...
no more
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‘in order to no longer eat...’ [Italian; Pollock 1989]

This contrasts with languages such as French, where verb-raising occurs for independent
reasons. In French, the EPP is checked by phrasal DP movement. This is demonstrated by
the fact that expletives are required when there is no other subject.

(25) Il
it
est
is

arrivé
arrived

trois
three

filles.
girls

‘There have arrived three girls.’ [French; Burzio 1986]

In French, the verb does not raise in non-finite clauses, but instead appears following nega-
tion.

(26) a. Jean
John

(n’)
neg

aime
like.3sg.pres

pas
not

Marie.
Mary

‘John doesn’t like Mary.’
b. Ne

neg
pas
not

posséder
own.nfin

de
a

voiture...
car

‘Not owning a car...’ [French; Pollock 1989]

In languages with a nominal phrasal EPP, the EPP is often checked by a null element (PRO
or a deleted copy/trace) in non-finite clauses, but ECM contexts provide evidence that the
raising of some element remains obligatory in non-finite contexts.

(27) a. Kerttu
Kerttu

käsk-i
order-pst.3sg

[minun
1sg.gen

löytä-ä
find-nfin

avaime-ni].
key-1sg.pos

‘Kerttu told me to find my keys.’
b. *Kerttu

Kerttu
käsk-i
order-pst.3sg

[löytä-ä
find-nfin

minun
1sg.gen

avaime-ni].
key-1sg.pos

‘Kerttu ordered me to the find my keys.’ [Finnish; Koskinen 1998]

Finnish sentences with scrambling demonstrate that this raising process is independent of
Case.

(28) Kerttu
Kerttu

käsk-i
order-pst.3sg

[avaime-ni
key-1sg.pos

löytä-ä
find-nfin

MINUN].
1sg.gen

‘As for the keys, Kerttu told me to find them.’ [Finnish; Koskinen 1998]
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